THE UNIQUE
CORPORATE XMAS
PARTY EXPERIENCE
Room Eight offer a fun and entertaining way to see off 2018,
whilst also helping building team unity as you start working
towards next year's goals.
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2b The Corso, Manly (opposite Manly Wharf)

escaperoomeight.com.au

WHAT IS AN ESCAPE ROOM?
Escape Rooms are a fun, team adventure game
where players must try to figure out how to escape
the themed rooms by finding and utilising objects
hidden around them to solve a series of puzzles and
riddles before their 60 minutes runs out.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
After an initial briefing covering the general rules,
a short video will introduce the room’s storyline and
give instructions on how our unique self-guided
clue system works. The gamemaster then leads the
players blindfolded into their Escape Room.

MULTILINGUAL CLUES
AVAILABLE
Room Eight Escape Rooms is unique in offering
multilingual clues within their self-guided clue
system so that non-native English speakers can
enjoy the full experience.
Currently we offer French, German, Portuguese,
Italian, Spanish and Swedish clues. A basic
understanding of English is still required.

WHAT IF I CAN'T ESCAPE?

Once the door closes, the team removes their
blindfolds and begins exploring the room, looking
for clues and solving puzzles and challenges, as they
work towards their escape. The gamemaster will
monitor the team and if need be, assist them via the
audio system.

Our friendly gamemasters and unique self-guided
clue system ensure teams have a great experience!

WHAT SETS ROOM EIGHT
APART FROM OTHER
ESCAPE ROOMS?

Teams are never actually locked in the room for
OHS reasons, and may leave the room if needed.

Room Eight prides itself on providing teams with
the best escape room experience, whether as a
beginner or a seasoned pro. Our custom built rooms
offer the perfect opportunity for teamwork through
analytical thinking and problem solving in a fun,
highly engaging environment.
We are the first (& currently only) Escape Room on
Sydney's Northern Beaches. Located in the centre
of Manly, a stones throw from the ferry terminal,
bars, pubs, hotels and restaurants.

Each of our bespoke rooms are designed to be
challenging, but we include a variety of different
types of puzzles, which use different skills and
capacities. This means everyone will be able to
contribute!

HOW MANY PLAYERS
PER TEAM?
We can accommodate between 6 - 8 players
per room.

Designed to engage and challenge all people and
any level of fitness

Fun, engaging experience building comaraderie

Risk-free, non-weather-dependent, day or evening,
indoor group activity

Located in the heart of Manly, just a 20 minute ferry
ride from the CBD.
Walking distance to restaurants, bars & hotels

Experienced gamemasters on hand for support.
Plus self-guided clue system within each room

Video & audio access to enable your facilitators to
monitor teams

Optional Specialist Neuroscience-based Team
Learning Debriefs with post-session summaries
(outsourced to an external specialist)

Exclusive use of our premises available,
large groups accomodated

Multilingual clues available (French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Spanish & Swedish)

OUR BESPOKE ROOM THEMES

ENTOMBED

INDISPOSED

TARGETED

Amidst the deserts of Egypt
stands the study of renowned
archaeologist Atlanta Smith, who
has been missing and presumed
dead in his quest for the treasure
of Khufu. You’re going to need to
draw on all your investigative nous
and powers of deduction to solve
this mystery, evade an ancient
curse and escape this room alive...

Trapped in the outhouse of
deranged Aussie celebrity Huge
Axeman, can you free yourself
before the Axeman returns? Even
if you can escape the Dunny, you’ll
still need to contend with an array
of deadly Australian fauna.

On your way up to the Yum Cha
restaurant on level 8 of an inner
city skyrise, a power surge has
resulted in your elevator stopping
at level 7½. Home to Sydney’s
most elite hired killers - Assassins
Anonymous. You’ve got to scour
the room for clues to an exit, then
get out before you’re on their “to
do” list.

The disappearance of Dr. Smith

Escape from the Aussie Dunny

MULTILINGUAL CLUES
AVAILABLE

Assassin HQ



“Inspiring, fun, awesome bonding team event!
We had an amazing time with the whole team that day... We laughed a lot and adrenaline & dopamine
was rushing through our blood while we unleashed our curiosity, explored hidden hints and solved
mysterious questions. We also got to know each other in the team even better. We learned how to use
our strengths and weaknesses (in the most efficient way) in a really fun environment. We can't wait to
experience the next escape rooms! Thank you for this awesome day!”

“Amazing place 10/10 would recommend!...Definitely the best escape room I've been to...
A real great place to go if you enjoy a bit of a challenge with friends or family.”

“What an incredible atmosphere... I highly recommend it... one of the best rooms in Sydney I have done almost all Escape Rooms in Sydney CBD. Lots of fun puzzles...a great new clue system.
Nice staff. Not scary at all but lots of things to do...no one is left standing around.”

“Great experience!...Lots of fun...loved the props and variety of puzzles.”

SOME OF OUR CORPORATE CLIENTS
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